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Fusion of aggregation-induced emission and
photochromics for promising photoresponsive
smart materials

Qing Yan * and Sheng Wang *

Photochromic materials have been drawing considerable attention owing to their potential applications

including optical devices, logic gates, data recording and storage, and chemosensors. However, most

conventional photochromic compounds usually suffer from aggregation-caused quenching (ACQ), and

the solid or aggregate state is often required for practical applications. The introduction of the

aggregation-induced emission (AIE) property into photochromic systems not only relieves the limitation

posed by the ACQ phenomenon, but also endows photochromic systems with more fascinating

fluorescence properties. Therefore, novel classes of AIE-active photochromic materials have been

reported and considerable efforts have been continuously devoted towards improving their functions

and performances for matching the requirements of practical applications. This review systematically

describes recent progresses made in the AIE-active photochromic materials with respect to molecular

structures, material morphologies, and practical applications, while the principle of molecular design and

mechanism of performance are also covered. Moreover, the challenges, emerging fields, development

tendency, and some perspectives for AIE-active photochromic materials are discussed and presented.

1. Introduction

The world is beautiful and variable because of plentiful colors.
Colors are not only aesthetic and a visual delight, but also
function as an information signal. As a curious animal,
chameleons exhibit reversible changes in skin colors depending
on changes in the environment, such as courtship and camouflage.1
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Learning from nature is still a hot topic and an effective
strategy for developing new concepts and practical inventions,
and tremendous achievements had been made and emulated
by humans. Similar to the chameleon’s skin, photochromic
materials are smart materials that can reversibly change color
while accompanied by various other changes in their photo-
chemical and photophysical properties under light stimuli.2

Reversibility and driving force (light stimuli) are outstanding
properties and advantages of photochromic materials compared
with other stimuli-response smart materials3–6 (mechanical
force,4 pH,5 or thermal energy6). Therefore, there has been an
increasing interest in this domain7 and a tremendous number
of publications have been reported in many fields, such as
photoresponsive materials,8 biochemistry,9 supramolecular
chemistry,10 pharmaceuticals,11 and catalytic reactions.12 Until
now, most studies on organic photochromism have mainly
focused on several families of compounds: azobenzenes/stil-
benes,13 diarylethenes (DAE),14 spiropyrans (SP)/spirooxazines
(SO),15 salicylideneaniline,16 and donor–acceptor Stenhouse
adducts (DASAs).17 However, rational molecular design and
precise molecular engineering can endow limited compounds
with infinite possibilities. Each family of photochromic mole-
cules has its specific properties, which can also be tuned via the
functional modification of molecular structures. In short, a
marginal geometrical or electronic modification can generate
big differences in properties, and lot of efforts have been made
to tune these molecules.18

Besides, to develop photochromic compounds with the
desired functions for practical applications, considerable atten-
tion has been focused on designing or tuning photochromic
systems with better fundamental properties such as higher
quantum yield, good thermal stability, faster switching speed,
and excellent fatigue resistance. More importantly, the solid or
aggregate state is often required for practical applications, and
the molecular structure also shows significant influence on its
performance in the solid or aggregate state. Tuning the proper-
ties of photochromic molecules needs a thorough understanding
of the relationships between structures and performances.
However, most conventional systems based on photochromic
compounds usually suffer from aggregation-caused quenching
(ACQ). Therefore, addressing the limitations posed by this ACQ
phenomenon has been the grand challenge in this research area.
Significantly, the pioneering work involving aggregation-induced
emission (AIE) was reported by Tang and coworkers in 2001,19

which provided a powerful solution for the ACQ problem and
offered a novel strategy to fabricate practical, organic lumines-
cent materials with intense fluorescence in their aggregated or
solid states. Since then, AIE systems have received increasing
attention and have seen tremendous expansion in several fields
such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs), chemosensors,
and other functional luminescent materials.20

In addition, AIEgens have also been applied as photochromic
materials, and a variety of photochromic compounds exhibiting
the AIE feature have been reported, too.21 Further, AIE has been
considered to be an efficient solution for resolving the limitation
posed by the ACQ problem in photochromic compounds.

Generally, the introduction of AIE into a photochromic system
can be summarized into four paths: (1) direct mixing of AIEgens
with photochromic molecules, (2) combination between AIEgens
and photochromic molecules via chemical bonding, (3) combi-
nation between AIEgens and photochromic molecules via host–
guest interactions, and (4) novel molecular system design. To the
best of our knowledge, this is the first review that systematically
summarizes the development of AIE-active photochromic materials.
In this review, the advancements and emerging fields with regard to
AIE-active photochromic materials are summarized and high-
lighted. They are classified as per specific molecular structures,
material morphologies, and practical applications (Fig. 1), while the
design principle and mechanism are also covered. This review aims
to inspire more researchers to investigate the marriage between AIE
and photochromism for producing more promising smart, photo-
responsive materials.

2. AIE-active photochromic molecules
2.1 AIE-active DAE

DAE—one of the most popular kind of photochromic
molecules—is a thermally irreversible photochromic switch.
It can undergo a reversible photocyclization reaction between
the unconjugated ring-opening isomer and conjugated ring-
closing isomer via the irradiation of appropriate light sources.

A combination of AIEgens with photochromic molecules
is the simplest and most efficient strategy to induce the AIE
property into photochromic molecules.21 Recently, Wang et al.
reported a series of novel DAE derivatives 1a–9a possessing
both AIE (or aggregation-induced enhanced emission, AIEE)
and photochromism properties by conjugating tetraphenyl-
ethene (TPE) or triphenylethene (TrPE) moieties into bisthienyl-
ethene (BTE), as shown in Fig. 2.22,23 All these compounds
exhibited good photochromic properties both in the solution
and solid states when irradiated with alternating UV and visible
light. As expected, all of them exhibited typical AIE or AIEE
behavior in a THF/water mixed solution, almost no fluores-
cence in a pure THF solution, but strong emission in their solid
or aggregate states. Moreover, the photochromic and fluores-
cence properties could be tuned by the side substituents.
Compounds (4a, 7a) connecting TrPE to BTE exhibited weaker
fluorescence emission than the ones consisting of TPE and
BTE in their solid or aggregate states. It is noteworthy that a
traditional ACQ luminophore (triphenylamine) could exhibit
the AIE property by introducing the AIE unit (TPE or TrPE) into
the ACQ molecules, which provided a novel strategy toward the
design of AIE-active photochromic DAE systems. Furthermore,
rewritable information storage could be successfully achieved
by a polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) film.

Except for the above TPE-based DAE molecules, Zhu and
coworkers reported a novel AIE-active photochromic DAE molecule
(10a) based on the quinoline-malononitrile (EQ) fluorophore.24 10a
afforded a strong emission at 613 nm in the aggregation state
formed by increasing the water fraction ( fw) of its THF/H2O mixed
solution (Fig. 3A). Interestingly, the color of the solution or spectra
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did not change upon 365 nm UV-light irradiation when the fw value
reached 90%, indicating the inactivation of photochromism.
This unexpected aggregation-blocked photocyclization could be
explained by the formation of the possible AIE state of 10c.
However, the photochromic activity could be fully recovered by
decreasing the fw value to 50% by adding THF. Uchida et al.
synthesized the new DAE derivative of 11a containing the excited-
state intramolecular proton transfer (ESIPT) functional moiety, as
shown in Fig. 3B.25 The fluorescence of 11a was quenched by the
increasing content of ring-closed isomers (11b) under UV-light
irradiation in an aprotic solvent and in crystals, indicating

Fig. 2 Structures of AIE-active DAE derivatives 1a–9a.

Fig. 3 (A) UV and visible light photochemically and reversibly converts
10a (ring-opened isomer) and 10b (ring-closed isomer). Reproduced with
permission.24 Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Photo-
isomerization of compound 11 and fluorescence properties of its solutions/
suspensions (1.2 � 10�4 M) in THF/water mixtures with different water
contents under UV-light irradiation. Reproduced with permission.25 Copyright
2019, Beilstein-Institut.

Fig. 1 Illustration of the material morphology and applications of AIE-active photochromic molecules. Material morphology from up to down:
reproduced with permission.51 Copyright 2009, Wiley-VCH. Reproduced with permission.58 Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced
with permission.61 Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced with permission.77 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. Reproduced
with permission.72 Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. Reproduced with permission.46 Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry.
Reproduced with permission.59 Copyright 2005, American Chemical Society. Applications from up to down: reproduced with permission.81 Copyright
2018, American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission.52 Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH. Reproduced with permission.85 Copyright 2019,
Wiley-VCH. Reproduced with permission.65 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society. Reproduced with permission.49 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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turn-off-type fluorescence switching. In addition, protic and
polar solvents also played a role in suppressing the fluores-
cence due to the inhibition of the ESIPT process. In the THF/
water mixed solution, the fluorescence of 11a was gradually
quenched with an increase in the fw value from 10 to 60 vol%.
Because of the AIE effect, a further increase in the fw value led to
a blue-shift in the emission band in addition to intense
fluorescence. This system may have potential applications as
sensors and color indicators.

Normally, it is worthwhile to combine different function-
alities with various chemical or physical modifications when
designing a multifunctional molecule. This strategy often
works, but interference among the different units can occur
and the synthesis routes as well as molecular structures often
become complicated. Constructing multifunctional molecules
via a simple synthesis route is fairly glamorous. Starting with
commercially available reagents, Qu et al. developed simple
hybrid tetraarylethenes 12a and 12c that comprised two
benzenes and two aromatic thiophenes, as shown in Fig. 4.26

As a result, the reversible photochromism and switchable
fluorescence of trans-isomer 12a and cis-isomer 12c were
observed in solution, solid powder, single crystal, and PMMA
film. More interestingly, their AIE or ACQ behavior could be
triggered by photoinduced isomeric conversion. Therefore,
these versatile hybrid tetraarylethenes can be promising candi-
dates for applications in logic gates, nondestructive readouts,
and fluorescent photoswitches.

2.2 AIE-active SP/SO

SP/SO are other types of well-known molecular switches that
undergo ring-opening and ring-closing isomerization when
irradiated with an appropriate light source. However, the weak
emission in the aggregation state limits their applications.
Therefore, the introduction of the AIE effect into the SP/SO
molecules is a desirable strategy to improve their performances
and expand their applicability.

Xu et al. reported two new SP molecules (13a and 14a) with
the TPE moiety via carbon–carbon double-bond linkage, as
shown in Fig. 5A.27 These two molecules exhibited AIE proper-
ties as well as photochromic and acidochromic properties.

Interestingly, 13a and 14a were similar structures but the
linking positions between the TPE and SP were different, which
resulted in different photochromic properties. 13a yielded
red-emissive 13b owing to better conjugation upon UV-light
irradiation. However, 14a generated emission quenching
of open-form 14b owing to the combination of energy and
electron-transfer processes. Later, Liu’s group developed a
novel multi-stimuli-responsive fluorescent switch (15b) via a
covalent bond between SP photoacid and TPE molecule.28 The
cyclization reaction of ring-opened 15b could be triggered by
visible light or basic solution. Both opening and closing forms
exhibited typical AIE properties: no fluorescence in the solution
state, but strong fluorescence in the aggregation state. Furthermore,
the hybrid polymer film of 15b was prepared, and the noninvasive
stimuli of blue light and heating could be a writing or erasing tool,

Fig. 4 Hybrid tetraarylethenes 12a with photoswitchable AIE and rever-
sible photochromism. Reproduced with permission.26 Copyright 2017,
American Chemical Society.

Fig. 5 (A) Possible origin for two different modes of fluorescent switches
13a and 14a. Reproduced with permission.27 Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH.
(B) Illustration of a rewritable display with a SPPATPE/PVP/PDMS hybrid
film sequentially using blue light and heat as the writing and erasing stimuli.
The size of the film was 2 cm � 2 cm and the photographs were taken
under 365 nm irradiation. Reproduced with permission.28 Copyright 2018,
Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Illustration of the switching states of 16a
with different stimuli. Reproduced with permission.29 Copyright 2019,
Royal Society of Chemistry.
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as shown in Fig. 5B. The original pattern was printed on the film of
the ring-opened form by using a photomask under blue-light
irradiation. If the photomask was removed, the entire film changed
to a cyan emission upon further irradiation of blue light. Then,
another pattern could be printed using a heated mold, and the film
recovered to the initial state upon further heating. Liu et al. reported
another TPE-modified cyano-SP (16a) with multi-stimuli-responsive
properties, such as light, pH, sulfite anion, and hydrostatic
pressure.29 As shown in Fig. 5C, small-molecule 16a exhibited
four fluorescent states both in the solution and solid states and
they could reversibly convert to another under a suitable
stimulus. Besides, the optical signals of 16a showed good linear
relationship with external stimuli, which might be useful for
multiparameter analysis in complex environments, logic gates,
super-resolution imaging, and other fields.

Except for the above TPE-based SPs, Xu et al. were the first to
synthesize 17a (Fig. 6a) by using another representative AIEgen of
9,10-distyrylanthrance (DSA) and two SP moieties via an esterifica-
tion reaction.30 The twist conformation and considerable steric
hindrance of DSA resulted in the loose packing of 17a in the solid
state, which facilitated efficient tautomerization. Notably, under
alternate UV-light and visible-light/heating treatments, highly
reversible and efficient photoswitching could be obtained both
in the solution and solid states. As shown in Fig. 6b, the yellow
solid powder of 17a instantaneously turned into dark purple upon
UV-light irradiation accompanied by a new emission band and
absorption peak. This outstanding photochromic property of 17a
in the solid state led to its successful implementation as a super-
resolution imaging agent and anticounterfeit ink.

Compared with SP, the AIE-active photochromic SO has
been rarely reported.31,32 As an example, Yang’s group31 synthe-
sized TPE-SO (18a) by conjugating the photochromic SO group
with a TPE fluorophore, as shown in Fig. 7. When the fw value
was higher than 70% in THF/water mixed solution of 18a, the
emission peak at 475 nm could be clearly observed in addition
to the fluorescent images under UV illumination at 365 nm,
which demonstrated typical AIE behavior. In addition, reversible
photochromism was also investigated.

2.3 AIE-active azobenzenes

Azobenzenes are typical photochromic molecules that undergo
reversible NQN trans–cis isomerization reactions upon UV- and

visible-light irradiation.33 Chu et al. designed two novel azo-
benzene derivatives 19a and 20a, as shown in Fig. 8.34 The blue
fluorescence from both could be rapidly switched on upon
UV-light irradiation, and the nonfluorescence of solution 19a
was retained under the subsequent irradiation of visible light,
while moderate emission was maintained for solution 20a.
The authors proposed that the difference between these two
azobenzenes in the photostationary state (PSS) of visible light
could be attributed to the AIE effect of the bent-shaped cis
form of two methyl-substituted 20a. This steady fluorescence
of cis-20a could find applications in molecular sensing and
bioimaging.

2.4 AIE-active photochromic Schiff-base derivatives

Compared with well-known photochromic molecules, few
studies have investigated photochromic Schiff-base derivatives,
such as hydrazone or salicylaldehyde derivatives. They could
also exhibit excellent photochromic property via a rational
molecular design. The mechanism of photochromism in these
compounds has always been intertwined with the ESIPT
process, as shown in Fig. 9. Moreover, the magical power of
AIEgens can induce various possibilities to develop novel
Schiff-base derivatives with excellent photochromic properties.

Wang et al. reported two novel Schiff-base derivatives 21 and
22 (Fig. 9) by connecting the TPE and cholesterol moieties into
the salicylideneaniline group.35 Interestingly, molecule 22 had
one more phenyl ring than 21, which resulted in different AIE,
photochromism, and gelation properties. Gelation-induced
enhanced emission was noted from the gel of molecule 22
formed in cyclohexane, and alternate cooling and heating could
control the gel–solution transition as well as fluorescence
intensity. Besides, the characteristic photochromic behaviors
were demonstrated in the aggregation state (gel and solid) under
UV-light irradiation. Li et al. developed the simple reversible

Fig. 6 (a) Reversible structural isomerization between 17a and 17b under
different stimuli. (b) Visible and fluorescent photographs of the powders
and films of 17a. Reproduced with permission.30 Copyright 2017, American
Chemical Society.

Fig. 7 Structure of 18a and its AIE and photochromic properties. Repro-
duced with permission.31 Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 8 Structures of 19a and 20a, and visualized images of photoswitch-
able fluorescence ‘‘on/off’’ behavior of 19a. Reproduced with permission.34

Copyright 2012, Royal Society of Chemistry.
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photochromic AIE molecule of 23 by directly connecting sali-
cylideneaniline with the TPE group.36 Typical AIE phenomenon
could be observed in H2O/EtOH mixtures as the fw value
increased. Switchable visual color and fluorescence could be
triggered with good fatigue resistance via UV-light irradiation,
and the manipulation of thermal- and long-wavelength-light
irradiation could be used to control the recovery rate from
trans-23-keto to 23-enol. Recently, Zhang et al. modified 23 with
an additional ethoxy group to afford 24.37 Notably, 24 could
rapidly switch on/off by using alternating 410 nm-light and white-
light irradiation with excellent fatigue resistance. Moreover,
grinding obviously enhanced the fluorescence intensity of 24
accompanied by lower photoresponse sensitivity and photo-
chromic efficiency. Importantly, 24 could be successfully used
as rewritable paper, which might prove to be useful in reducing
paper production and consumption.

Moreover, Jia’s group synthesized a series of pyrazolone
phenylsemicarbazone derivatives 25a, as shown in Fig. 10A.38

They did not exhibit luminescence in pure ethanol; a higher fw

value resulted in higher luminescence intensity until the fw

value reached 80%, indicating typical AIE behavior. With an
increase in aging time, 1D nanorods could form 0D nanoballs
during aggregation. Moreover, these compounds possessed
reversible photochromic properties in the solid state with
excellent fatigue resistance upon UV-light irradiation or heat-
ing, while the color changed between white and yellow. Liu
et al. reported simple Schiff-base 26a (Fig. 10B) that exhibited
photo-controllable color changes in the solid state and AIE
characteristics in an aqueous solution.39 The crystals of 26a
could be transferred from colorless to yellow upon UV-light
irradiation and recover to colorless again in the dark due to the
reversible intramolecular proton transfer process. In addition,
based on 26a and rhodamine B, highly efficient light-harvesting
systems could be successfully fabricated in an aqueous
solution, where 26a served as an energy donor and rhodamine
B acted as an acceptor via the Förster resonance energy transfer
(FRET) process. Notably, the addition of Al3+ or Cu2+ ions could
destroy the N� � �H–O hydrogen bond resulting in different
emissions; this trait can be exploited in chemosensing toward
the detection of Al3+ or Cu2+ ions. Therefore, such a multi-
functional material possessing reversible photochromism, AIE
activity, light-harvesting ability, and cation detection provided
more possibilities for multifunctional molecular design.

As mentioned above, the ESIPT process played an important
role in the photochromism of hydroxyl-containing compounds.
However, Xiang et al. developed a series of caged salicyl-
aldehyde hydrazone derivatives 27 in which the ESIPT process
was disabled by the caging groups R1 (Fig. 10C).40 Interestingly,
the photoactivation wavelength was determined by the caging
group R1, and substitutions R2 on the salicylaldehyde hydra-
zone could affect the fluorescence emission. Therefore, ESIPT
and intense fluorescence could recover in the aggregation state
(colloidal solution and solid) under suitable light irradiation
by removing the caging group R1 on the hydroxyl moiety.
Moreover, these caged salicylaldehyde hydrazones were success-
fully utilized into multicolor photopatterning and photoactiva-
table cell imaging applications, which demonstrated their
potential applicability in chemistry and biology as promising
candidates for photoactivatable solid-state fluorophores.

2.5 AIE-active DASAs

DASAs, reported for the first time by J. Read de Alaniz’s group
in 2014, have attracted increasing attention in recent years.17,41

This new type of photochromic molecule can transfer from a
strong colored triene form to a colorless cyclopentenone upon
visible-light irradiation. Compared with traditional photo-
chromic molecules, DASAs can prevent getting damaged from
high-energy UV light, which is a promising requirement of
biomaterials. He’s group reported the first combination of
TPE moiety with DASAs, as shown in Fig. 11A.41a This visible-
light-triggered AIE molecule (28a) exhibited outstanding photo-
chromic properties with color changes between purple and
colorless. Reversible changes in the absorption band and
fluorescence intensity could be observed under alternate
visible-light irradiation and heating, which could be attributed
to the stimuli-responsive tautomerization between the triene

Fig. 9 Chemical structures of TPE-based Schiff-base derivatives 21–24
and their photochromic mechanisms.

Fig. 10 Chemical structures of TPE-based Schiff-base derivatives 25–27
and their corresponding photochromic mechanisms.
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isomer and cyclopentenone isomer. The quenching mechanism
for nonfluorescent triene isomers can be ascribed to the FRET
from the TPE donor to the DASA acceptor. Moreover, visible-
light-triggered fluorescent surface relief patterns were fabricated
and the subsequently formed PMMA films were also highlighted
in this work. Recently, Wang’s group synthesized two new AIE-
active photochromic molecules (29a and 30a) containing third-
generation DASAs and TPE derivatives.41b As shown in Fig. 11B,
the initial blue color converted to colorless upon visible-light
irradiation in solution or film due to the formation of the
cyclopentene isomer, while the fluorescence was switched on.
Subsequent heating restored it to its original state. These three
novel AIE-active photochromic molecules provided innova-
tive strategies for developing visible-light-triggered fluorescent
materials.

2.6 Other AIE-active photochromic molecules

Except for the typical photochromic molecules mentioned
above, some other photochromic systems with AIE charac-
teristics have been investigated. Tang’s group developed simple
cyanostilbene-based AIE-active fluorophore 31a.42 This mole-
cule could undergo Z/E tautomerization, photodimerization,
and photocyclization under suitable conditions, such as aggre-
gate morphology and irradiation light wavelength, as shown in
Fig. 12A. Reversible Z/E tautomerization occurred upon room-
light irradiation and heating in solution. Subsequent UV-light
irradiation could result in a cyclization reaction accompanied
by a dramatic enhancement in fluorescence, while photodimeri-
zation would take place via recrystallization. The detailed mecha-
nism for these photoreactions was evidenced by experimental
analyses and DFT calculations. It is worth noting that this kind of
single AIEgen system with controllable multiple switches can
provide a novel strategy to fabricate advanced multifunctional
materials. Ling et al. reported symmetrically substituted diaryl-
maleic anhydrides 32a with the AIE property, as shown in
Fig. 12B.43 This compound exhibited interesting photochromic
phenomenon only in a DCM solution under UV-light irradiation.
On prolonging the irradiation time, the colorless solution

gradually turned into red and faded back to colorless after
120 s of irradiation. This behavior could be attributed to the
existence of two reaction routes (A and B) that were concomi-
tant and competitive in the photochromism process in the
DCM solution. Moreover, the introduction of additional sub-
stituents on this diarylmaleic anhydride could afford a series of
full-color emissive derivatives, which offered a path for a dual-
state emissive molecular design.

Ma et al. synthesized new multifunctional multi-stimuli-
responsive molecule 33a by fusing rhodamine with TPE
(Fig. 13A).44 This molecule exhibited AIE characteristics, methanol
response, reversible photochromism, and mechanochromism.
It was notable that 33a possessed three well-distinguished high
contrast states of cyan, red, and dark in the solid state. The
reversible switching between any two states could be controlled
by the stimuli of UV/visible light, acid/base, or mechanical force/
chemical vapor, which would prove to be a new strategy for the
development of multi-stimuli-responsive fluorescent switches.
Yang et al. synthesized photochromic TPE-NP molecule 34a
by conjugating the TPE moiety with the naphthopyran group.31

Fig. 11 (A) Photochromic property of 28a. Reproduced with permission.41a

Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Photochromic and
fluorescence properties of 29a and 30a. Reproduced with permission.41b

Copyright 2020, Elsevier.
Fig. 12 (A) Chemical structures of 31a–d and their corresponding photo-
chromic mechanisms. (B) Chemical structures of 32a–c and their AIE and
photochromic properties. Reproduced with permission.43 Copyright 2017,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 13 (A) Chemical structures of 33a–b and their corresponding photo-
chromic reactions. (B) Chemical structures of 34a–b and their corres-
ponding photochromic reactions.
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This molecule showed the AIE phenomenon in THF/H2O mixtures
and reversible photochromism both in the solution and solid
powder states, as shown in Fig. 13B. Particularly for the solid
state, 34a showed color changes from yellow to brown upon
UV-light irradiation, while the fluorescence was switched off due
to the formation of open-form 34b. Moreover, this can be success-
fully applied as an anticounterfeiting ink.

Tang et al. reported a novel polycyclic hydrocarbon molecule
with unexpected photochromic properties.45a As shown in
Fig. 14A, colorless crystals of 35a changed to red and its blue
emission was turned off under UV-light irradiation; the
subsequent treatment under room light gradually recovered it
to its initial state due to the ring-closing and ring-opening
reactions. However, the photochromic process was not observed
in solution, which indicated the aggregation-promoted photo-
chromism phenomenon. Moreover, 35b could be irreversibly
oxidized to obtain ACQ molecule 35c, which was the opposite
of its precursor 35a. Subsequently, they synthesized a class
of novel deep-blue materials fabricated by fusing flexible
diphenylethene and a rigid spiro scaffold, as shown in
Fig. 14B.45b 36b exhibited the typical AIE phenomenon
with solid-state fluorescence quantum yield of up to 99.8%.

The reversible photocyclization on diphenylethene was identi-
fied in dilute solutions, but it was suppressed by aggregation,
indicating an opposite behavior compared with that of 35.
These two works demonstrated that photocyclization was a key
process behind the restriction of intramolecular motion (RIM)
mechanism. Chi’s group developed a series of TrPE derivatives
37–39 with AIE and photochromism properties.46–48 As shown in
Fig. 14C, colorless solid 37a rapidly changed to red and its blue
fluorescence was subsequently switched off upon UV-light
irradiation. The photochromic bleaching process also occurred
after several seconds at ambient temperature, with the color
recovering to colorless due to the fast ring-opening reactions.
After irradiation for many cycles in air, pale-yellow-colored solid
37c was obtained by the dehydrogenation process of the closed
form.46 In the case of 38a, the AIE, piezochromic, and photo-
chromic properties were successfully demonstrated.47 Photo-
chromism could only be observed in the crystalline state, and
pressing/fuming or heating/fuming could switch on/off the
photochromic properties, as shown in Fig. 14D. Different from
the above TrPE derivatives, 39a (Fig. 14E) only exhibited distinct
photochromic properties in solution, which could be attributed
to the restriction of the ring-closing reaction by the steric-
hindered triphenylphosphine oxide moieties in the aggregation
states.48 On the basis of the abovementioned efforts, a simple
modification by different substituents would endow these
compounds with significant differences in their photochromic
properties and functions.

Recently, Li and Tang’s group synthesized 40 by a one-step
reaction between a TPE moiety and cholesterol moiety.49

This novel TPE derivative exhibited AIE, self-recovery photo-
chromism, and multistate mechanochromism. As shown in
Fig. 15, white powder 1p-h or transparent crystal 1c became
bright red under UV-light irradiation for a short irradia-
tion time (B1 s). Once the UV light was turned off, the
compound recovered to its initial state within 1 min. This
self-recovery photochromism could be attributed to the
solid photocyclization of the TPE moiety under UV-light
irradiation. More importantly, its application potential in
multidimensional anticounterfeiting for banknotes or confi-
dential paper has been demonstrated, which has been
detailed in Section 4.

Fig. 14 (A) Chemical structures of 35a–c and their photochromic
reactions. (B) Chemical structures of 36a–c and their photochromic reactions.
(C) Chemical structures of 37a–b and their photochromic reactions. Repro-
duced with permission.46 Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry.
(D) Chemical structure of 38a and its photochromic reaction in the solid state.
Reproduced with permission.47 Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.
(E) Chemical structure of 39a and its photochromic reaction in solution.
Reproduced with permission.48 Copyright 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 15 Chemical structure of 40. AIE and photochromic behaviors after
UV-light irradiation for different values within 0–60 s. Reproduced with
permission.49 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.
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3. Morphology of AIE-active
photochromic materials
3.1 Gels

Organogels, which self-assemble via noncovalent interactions,
have attracted considerable attention in materials science.50

As an important branch, smart organogels comprising photo-
chromic units and AIE properties have entered into the
spotlight.37,51–54 Their morphology and fluorescence can be
reversibly controlled via suitable external stimuli and aggrega-
tion degree. Therefore, these smart gels have been applied in
diverse areas, such as optical memory devices and logic gates.

As shown in Fig. 16A, Park et al. prepared 41a/SS-TFMBE
mixed organogel system to evaluate the photochromic perfor-
mance and compatibility of 41a with these cyanostilbene-based
organogelators.51 This system exhibited intense fluorescence
with the typical AIEE property, and switchable high-contrast
dual-mode fluorescence could be achieved (fluorescence
switching ratio above 166). Light irradiation induced photo-
chromic isomerization and thermal irradiation controlled the
phase transformation between the gel and solution, as shown
in Fig. 16A. Thermal irradiation switched on the fluorescence of
open-form 41a, while no fluorescence was observed for closed-
form 41b both in the solution and gel states. Such a unique
dual-mode-response organogel system could be applied as a
binary OR logic gate with ‘‘UV light’’ and ‘‘heat’’ as the input
signals and fluorescence off as the output. The resultant truth
table is (1) gel/visible light (0, 0), (2) gel/UV light (1, 0), (3) sol/
visible light (0, 1), and (4) sol/UV light (1, 1). Moreover, they
could achieve high-density optical logic memory storage by

using this switchable fluorescent organogel system. Further,
they could achieve multicolor multistate fluorescence switching
system by combining a thermal switch (CN-TFMBE) and a
fluorescent switch (DAE 42a), as shown in Fig. 16B.52 In the
solution state (0S), the combined system showed no fluores-
cence because of the long distance between the CN-TFMBE
molecules and 42a in the 1,1,2,2-tetrachloroethane (TCE) sol-
vent. Under UV-light irradiation, the mixture solution turned
from no fluorescence to green fluorescence (0S - 1S) via a ring-
closing reaction. The green fluorescent solution was converted
into a green emissive gel upon cooling (1S - 1G). Then, visible
light could induce color switching to blue fluorescence in gel
(1G - 2G). Further heating would bring the 2G state to return
to the 0S state with fluorescence quenching. Notably, all these
thermoresponsive and photoresponsive fluorescent switches
were completely reversible and independent, which could be
expressed through integrated logic circuits comprising two
different inputs (light and thermal) and three different outputs
(on/off green and blue fluorescence and the gel/solution state).

Zhang et al. reported a multiemission colored organogel
composed of dendron-substituted TPE (LMWG1) and SP (43a),
as shown in Fig. 17.53 LMWG1 showed fairly weak fluorescence
in toluene but strong fluorescence in the gelation state, which
generated a reversible fluorescence switch that could be controlled
by heating and cooling. The mixed gels inherited the properties of
LMWG1 and 43a, whose emission colors could be switched under
alternating UV- and visible-light irradiation and further tuned by
varying the irradiation time (Fig. 17B–D) and different molar
ratios. The above efforts inspired the further modifications of SP
and TPE to obtain better performances and more promising
materials for practical applications.

Ran and Guo’s group synthesized an organogelator containing
1,3,4-oxadiazole and azobenzene moieties, as shown in Fig. 18.54

This gelator exhibited excellent gelation ability in moderate polar
solvents and low gelation concentration. Interestingly, under
UV-light irradiation for both gel and solution, the morphological
transformation from fiber to porous structures was found
in dichloromethane via scanning electron microscopy (SEM).
Moreover, a significant enhancement in fluorescence was
observed followed by the photoisomerization of 44, which could

Fig. 16 (A) Photochromic reaction of 41a and illustration of binary logic
gate. Reproduced with permission.51 Copyright 2009, Wiley-VCH. (B) Schematic
illustration of 42a and photographs of their four states. Reproduced with
permission.52 Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.

Fig. 17 Structures and fluorescence spectra of the organogel formed with
LMWG1 (10 mM) and 43a (10 mM) in toluene (A) after UV-light (365 nm)
irradiation for 30 s (B) and 10 min (C) and subsequent visible-light (550 nm)
irradiation for 10 min (D); lexc = 400 nm. Reproduced with permission.53

Copyright 2010, Wiley-VCH.
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be attributed to the arrangement of J-type aggregation and
formation of spherical aggregates. These results can facilitate
the exploitation of more photoswitchable fluorescent azobenzene
derivatives and broadening their application domains.

3.2 Liquid crystals (LCs)

LCs are liquid phases possessing some degree of orientational
and positional order situated between the crystalline state and
liquid state.55 These soft materials have been widely utilized in
various domains, such as flat-panel liquid crystal display (LCD)
devices, multifunctional stimuli-responsive materials, and other
advanced functional materials.56 Numerous photochromic LCs
have been reported based on classic photoswitchable molecules.57

However, AIE-active photochromic LCs are still rare.
Hu and coworkers developed a series of photoresponsive

and AIE-active LC gelators (45-n; n = 0, 1, 3, 5) by connecting a
cholesterol moiety and a TPE moiety into the azobenzene
moiety with different alkyl spacers, as shown in Fig. 19.58

All these 45-n molecules exhibited the smectic A LC phase,
but the spacer length could result in different properties.
In addition, these molecules possessed significant aggregation-
induced and gel-enhanced emissions, and the photocontrolled
sol–gel transition was observed. Under UV-light irradiation, the
gel state could be converted to the solution state in a DMF
solution accompanied by a color change from yellow to orange.
As shown in Fig. 19 (right), the textures of the LC phase were
clearly observed under polarizing optical microscopy (POM),
indicating that the non-rod-like and nonflexible TPE fit well into
the rod-like molecular moiety. Such photoresponsive LC gelators
with AIE characteristics allowed them to function as chemo-
sensors and optoelectronic materials.

3.3 Polymers

In order to endow the polymer with photochromic and AIE
properties, the most common strategy is to introduce both
moieties as the backbone or side chain in the polymer. Park
et al. synthesized fluorescent photochromic polymer 46a con-
sisting solely of cyanostilbene-based AIEE fluorophore and DAE
units, as shown in Fig. 20.59 The weight-average molecular
weight (Mw) of polymer 46a, which was synthesized by
the Knoevenagel condensation reaction, was around 13 000
(Mw/Mn = 2.47), suggesting the presence of B7–8 DAE–cyano-
stilbene backbone units inside. Moreover, polymer 46a afforded a
high glass transition temperature (Tg) of 188 1C and exhibited
good solubility in common organic solvents. Upon irradiation of
the solution or film of polymer 46a under UV light (290 nm), the
photoluminescence (PL) emission intensity was significantly
diminished, which indicated high-contrast bistable photochromic
switching. More importantly, different patterns or information
could be successfully written and wiped out on the photochromic
polymer film under light exposure on the patterned photomasks,
as shown in Fig. 20 (right).

He et al. reported the fabrication of novel AIE-active photo-
chromic polymer 47a (Fig. 21A) via a polycondensation reaction;
47a comprised DAE and TPE moieties.60 The original properties of
the DAE and TPE moieties were retained in the obtained polymer.
The phenyl rings of TPE, which are a part of the backbone units,
could still rotate in the THF solution resulting in no emission, and
the typical AIE phenomenon would be observed with an increase
in the fw value. The polymer film of open-form 47a showed an
emission at 507 nm, and this fluorescence could be quenched
upon 300 nm UV-light irradiation because of the FRET process
from TPE to closed-form DAE. However, subsequent 620 nm
visible-light irradiation would switch on the fluorescence again
(Fig. 21A). Such fluorescence switching of 47a could be repeatedly
undertaken, affording excellent fatigue resistance. More recently,
another novel photoswitchable polymer 48a containing the DAE
unit, triazole linker, and TPE moiety in the polymer backbone was
reported by Lin’s group; it was used to investigate the AIE behavior
and photochromic property.61 As shown in Fig. 21B, upon
UV-light irradiation, the irreversible photoisomerization from
the open to closed forms could occur in pure THF and THF/
H2O mixture solution with fw value of 90%, solid film, and acidic
conditions. However, the AIE behavior of the closed form was
lost with fw value of 90%, and a distinctive monomer emission
appeared at 385 nm owing to the efficient energy transfer from the

Fig. 18 Structures of 44a–b and their dichloromethane gel (2.0 mg mL�1)
before (top) and after (bottom) UV irradiation and the SEM images (right).
Reproduced with permission.54 Copyright 2015, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 19 Structure of 45-n and its photochromic properties and the
textures of trans-C5-Chol observed by POM upon cooling from the
isotropic phase (right). Reproduced with permission.58 Copyright 2018,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 20 Photochromic reactions of polymer 46a and erasable fluores-
cence imaging on a spin-coated polymer 46a film. Reproduced with
permission.59 Copyright 2005, American Chemical Society.
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TPE to the ring-closed DAE moiety. Interestingly, such photo-
cyclization of 48a induced a significant decrease in AIE emissions
and increase in monomer emissions, which were observed for the
first time and offered a special viewpoint on the photoswitchable
AIE molecules.

Later, Luo’s group modified tetraarylethene with a pyridine
group to fabricate a coordination polymer that was connected
via the coordination of ZnCl2 with pyridine moieties, as shown
in Fig. 22.62 Both monomer 49a and polymer 50a exhibited
typical AIE characteristics in a H2O/THF mixed solution. Upon
alternate UV- and visible-light irradiation, reversible photo-
isomerization reactions of 49a and 50a could occur both in
the solution and solid states.

Furthermore, Zhou and Zhu’s group successfully prepared
amphiphilic diblock copolymer 51 by using the reversible
addition–fragmentation chain-transfer (RAFT) polymerization
technique (Fig. 23A).63 Because of the isomerization of azo-
benzene, the absorption peak related to the trans form at
420 nm decreased, while the peak related to the cis form at
550 nm gradually increased upon UV-light irradiation. Typical
AIE phenomenon was observed in a water/THF mixed solution
of copolymer 51. Later, TPE-based polymers with azobenzene
pendants were prepared by He’s group via a post-polymerization
azo-coupling scheme, as shown in Fig. 23B.64 The functional
degree of azobenzene chromophores exhibited good relationship
with the feeding ratio, which could significantly affect their
emission behaviors. The fluorescence of polymer 52 could be
quenched due to the FRET process from the TPE moiety to the
azobenzene part. By the reduction of azobenzene to hydrazo-
benzene in polymer 52, the fluorescence of TPE could recover again,
which indicated a redox-reaction-triggered fluorescence process.

Lin et al. reported novel amphiphilic AIE copolymer 53a
containing the TPE–SP pendant as a fluorophoric side chain.65

As shown in Fig. 24, closed-form 53a exhibited strong green
fluorescence in an aqueous solution. Upon UV-light irradiation,
it switched to the open-form 53b of strong red fluorescence

Fig. 21 (A) Structure of polymer 47a and reversible fluorescence switching
of the polymer film using UV and visible light. Reproduced with permission.60

Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Structure of polymer 48a and
pictorial diagram of 48a from its opened to closed form upon UV irradiation.
Reproduced with permission.61 Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 22 Photochromic reactions and correlative color changes of monomer
49a and polymer 50a. Reproduced with permission.62 Copyright 2018,
Chemical Society of Japan.

Fig. 23 (A) Structure, UV-vis spectra, and AIE properties of copolymer 51.
Reproduced with permission.63 Copyright 2011, Wiley-VCH. (B) Redox-
reaction-triggered process of polymer 52. Reproduced with permission.64

Copyright 2018, Elsevier.

Fig. 24 Schematic illustration of the energy transfer from the TPE to MC
unit via the FRET process after UV exposure and the AIE property of 53a in
THF/H2O solutions. Reproduced with permission.65 Copyright 2020,
American Chemical Society.
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merocyanine accompanied by the FRET process. The PL
emission intensity of copolymer 53a gradually increased in
THF/H2O solutions with increased fw and the maximum emission
was reached at 100% fw; the inset shows the non-emission and
green emission in pure THF and water, respectively. In addition,
they performed deeper investigations with respect to various
conditions, such as pH, thermal, and anionic detection. This
copolymer showed good biocompatibility and high selectivity
for CN� detection.

3.4 Nanoparticles (NPs)

Park et al. introduced 1-cyano-trans-1,2-bis-(40-methylbiphenyl)-
ethylene (CN-MBE) onto photochromic DAE (54a) as the AIEE
group.66 As shown in Fig. 25A, rather weak fluorescence was
displayed in the THF solution of 54a, but strong fluorescence
was observed in the state of fluorescent photochromic organic
nanoparticles (FPONs). However, only about 35% of the open
form (54a) was photoisomerized into the closed form (54b) in
the PSS of its CDCl3 solution (2 � 10�4 M) upon light irradia-
tion at 365 nm. In case of the FPONs state of 54a, the conver-
sion ratio in the PSS was even smaller because the ring-closing
reaction could occur only at the surfaces of the FPONs. In the size-
tuned neat NPs of 54a and 54a-loaded PMMA film, on–off-type
fluorescent switches were successfully demonstrated under high
contrast (410). Moreover, Wang et al. tried to connect a similar
AIE fragment to both the sides of a DAE unit via a covalent bond
for further investigations, as shown in Fig. 25B.67 They found that
the trans-to-cis isomerization of the cyanoethylene units occurred
prior to the DAE isomerization. In addition, the AIE behavior was
investigated in the THF/H2O system, and nanowires were generated
by adding 60 vol% fraction of water, which could be confirmed by
field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM). The nano-
wires possessed intense blue luminescence and could gradually
melt away by increasing the time of irradiation (365 nm light).

As typical AIEgens, the TPE molecule has drawn consider-
able attention for its facile preparation and modification

abilities, excellent thermal properties, and high fluorescence
quantum yields.21b As shown in Fig. 26A, Zhu et al. were the
first to report TPE-based photochromic material 56a, which
quenched its fluorescence in a solution but exhibited enhanced
blue-green fluorescence in the solid state and NPs.68 After
365 nm UV-light irradiation, the blue-green fluorescence at
520–540 nm gets quenched with 90% quenching efficiency in
PSS (56b). In addition, the inset in Fig. 26A shows that the
fluorescence intensity gradually increases with an increase
in the fw value, suggesting the AIE characteristic of 56c. NPs
obtained at higher fw values showed a subsequent enhanced
emission owing to the restriction of the internal bond motions
of the TPE moiety. In particular, a spin-coated PMMA film of
56a was successfully utilized for super-resolution fluorescence
imaging, which was clearer and more distinguishable than the
conventional one. Later, Qi et al. introduced a similar molecule
(57a) consisting of a DAE switch and two surrounding 2-(1-(4-
(1,2,2-triphenylvinyl)phenyl)ethylidene)malononitrile (TPECM)
units, as shown in Fig. 26B.69 57a exhibited AIE characteristics
in a THF/H2O system. However, the closed form showed no
detectable fluorescence emission in the THF solution as
well as the aggregate state due to the intramolecular energy
transfer process from the fluorescent TPECM to the non-
emissive closed-form DAE moiety. Moreover, the ring-closed
and ring-opened NPs were prepared by a nanoprecipitation
method using amphiphilic maleimide-bearing PEG2000 lipid
as the doping matrix, which was surrounded by a hydrophilic
outer layer of PEG to stabilize the NPs, as shown in Fig. 26B
(right). The ring-closed and ring-opened NPs exhibited highly
reversible and bistable photochromism properties under
alternating UV-/visible-light irradiation. More interestingly,
the NPs could be further functionalized and served as a
photosensitizer, versatile photoacoustic (PA) contrast agent,
and fluorescent probe.

Fig. 25 (A) Chemical structure of 54a and the fluorescence images of its
THF solution (I, soln, 2 � 10�4 M) and the colloidal suspension (II) of the
FPONs (2 � 10�4 M). Reproduced with permission.66 Copyright 2004,
Wiley-VCH. (B) Structure of 55a; photographs of 55a in solution with
different volume proportions of THF and H2O; and FE-SEM images of
aqueous 0%, 60%, and 90% samples (volume percentage of water).
Reproduced with permission.67 Copyright 2018, Science China Press.

Fig. 26 (A) Photochromism and fluorescence on/off in solution and the
‘‘aggregate’’ state of 56a–c; emission spectra of 56a in different THF/H2O
solvent mixtures (concentration: 1 � 10�4 M; excitation: 385 nm). The inset
shows the TEM image after evaporation of 90% water as a NP. Reproduced
with permission.68 Copyright 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Structure
of 57a and schematics of RClosed and ROpen NPs. Reproduced with
permission.69 Copyright 2018, Nature Publishing Group.
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Qian’s group synthesized a special class of binary composite
nanoparticles (CNPs) by the reprecipitation method in a THF/
H2O mixed solution based on photochromic BTF6 and fluo-
rescent DHBIA molecules, as shown in Fig. 27A.70 A strong
fluorescence signal was obtained with the CNPs due to the
employment of DHBIA molecules, which showed remarkable
AIEE in the solid state. In addition, the fluorescence of the
CNPs could be switched on/off under alternating UV-/visible-
light irradiation because of the photochromic 58a component.
Moderate-contrast fluorescence on/off switching could be
obtained because of the intermolecular energy transfer from
the DHBIA molecules to the ring-closed form of 58a. Further-
more, these CNPs were also successfully applied in PVA films
with good fatigue resistance. Besides, the coumarin fluorescent
unit could also be connected with photochromic dithienyl-
ethenes to afford 59a, which represented a unique example
of the AIE characteristic.71 As shown in Fig. 27B, very weak
fluorescence was produced in the THF solution, but it became
stronger by adding water, which could be attributed to the
formation of NPs via the hydrophobic interactions of dithienyl-
ethene moieties. Under 254 nm UV-light irradiation, the
fluorescence was continuously enhanced by the enhanced
aggregation of the more rigid closed form of 59b.

As shown above, a lot of efforts have been made toward
fabricating AIE-active photochromic NPs based on small mole-
cules; a few reports have discussed the applications of AIE
fluorophores in photoswitchable fluorescent polymer nano-
particles (PFPNs). Chen et al. prepared PFPNs by using an AIE
fluorophore (p-DTPACO) and an amphiphilic copolymer (60a)
containing photochromic SP as the side chain via the copreci-
pitation technique.72 This AIE-active p-DTPACO could not only

effectively prevent the notorious ACQ problem, but also could
be considered as an effective fluorescent donor, as shown in
Fig. 28A. In addition, the ring-opened isomer of SP could
quench the fluorescence of the donor, which would result in
a high-contrast dual-color fluorescence signal. Amphiphilic
diblock copolymer 60a containing the SP moieties were vital
because they were not only reversible switches but they also
acted as carriers to stabilize the hydrophobic AIE-active
p-DTPACO. More importantly, the resultant PFPNs were suitable
for rewritable data storage, rewritable printing, or imaging
applications. More recently, Feng et al. synthesized a series of
NPs by integrating SP-containing copolymers 61b with plasmid
DNA via electrostatic interactions.73 In copolymer 61b
(Fig. 28B), the imidazole units acted as the DNA binding and
condensing sites to form similar morphologies of NPs, and the
other units also had an important role in this work. The formed
NPs were stable in buffer solutions containing salt or serum,
indicating good biocompatibility. Besides, the efficient reversi-
ble photoisomerization of 61b NPs was observed with good
fatigue resistance when irradiated by alternate UV-/visible-light
irradiation. Interestingly, upon the activation of MC units by
visible light, both copolymer 61b and NP of 61b could be used
as a photosensitizer for 1O2 generation in aqueous solutions

Fig. 27 (A) Mechanism of fluorescence switching in CNPs. Reproduced
with permission. (B) Schematic representation of the morphology and
fluorescence transition by the addition of water and UV-light irradiation.
Reproduced with permission.71 Copyright 2015, Elsevier.

Fig. 28 (A) Schematic illustration of the photoswitching behavior of
PFPNs under UV- and visible-light irradiation. Reproduced with permission.72

Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. (B) Self-assembly of polymers 61b
with DNA, and reversible photochromic reaction. Reproduced with
permission.73 Copyright 2019, Royal Society of Chemistry. (C) Preparation
and morphology of NP 62a and its photochromic reactions. Reproduced
with permission.32 Copyright 2017, Elsevier.
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and cells. This concept provided a novel strategy toward the
design of reversible and controllable AIE-active photochromic
systems.

Wang’s group developed photochromic fluorescent NP 62a
via the semi-continuous polymerization of methyl methacrylate
(MMA), SO-decorated MMA, and TPE-decorated MMA, as
shown in Fig. 28C.32 The polymerization occurred in water
under the presence of methylated b-cyclodextrin (b-CD), which
played important roles in increasing the polymerization effi-
ciency and forming uniform NP 62a. In addition, the NP
exhibited the AIE characteristics and its fluorescence could be
reversibly switched on/off under alternate UV- and visible-light
irradiation, which can find applications in biological fluores-
cent labeling as well as other fluorescent fields.

Li and Zhu’s group fabricated new supramolecular func-
tional NP 63 via the self-assembly of a supramolecular amphi-
phile formed by the guest–host interactions between the DMAE-
CD host and DMA-Azo-AD guest, as shown in Fig. 29.74 This
new supramolecular NP inherited the properties of dual
pH/photoresponsiveness and AIE behavior,75 and it displayed
the ability to achieve a unique combination of dynamic mor-
phological transition and reversible AIE-active fluorescent
switching triggered by pH or light stimuli. Moreover, an effective
DNA condensation ability with extremely low cytotoxicity was
demonstrated by this system, which suggested its potential
applications in efficient in vitro gene delivery and bioimaging.

3.5 Supramolecular systems

Wang’s group reported the fluorescence photoswitching system
GCH comprising a TPE-based pillar[5]arene host (H) and a
photoresponsive BTE guest G (or 64a), as shown in Fig. 30.76

The fluorescence of GCH could be switched on/off via the
photoisomerization of the BTE unit both in the solution and
solid states under alternate UV-/visible-light irradiation. The
fluorescence intensity of GCH was considerably enhanced with
fw values of 50% and 60% in THF/H2O mixed solutions when
assembled with G. Such fluorescence enhancement could be
ascribed to the restrictions in the intramolecular motions of
TPE by the host–guest interactions between one G molecule
and two H molecules. Besides, GCH could self-assemble into
round-cake-like nanostructures when the fw value was 60%,
which would break into shuttle-like nanostructures under
UV-light irradiation. In addition, the PMMA film loaded with

the GCH complex was successfully applied in rewritable printing
and recording, and there was no obvious loss after repeating the
recording/erasing cycles for several times.

More recently, Mukherjee et al. reported the first example of
self-assembled macrocycles 65 that exhibited multifunctions of
photochromic, acidochromic, and AIE abilities.77 As shown
in Fig. 31, macrocycle 65 was rationally designed via the
coordination of AIE-active Pt(II) acceptor a2 with SP-decorated
triarylamine-based dipyridyl donor 65a. Even though the
macrocycle was formed, the AIE behavior of building block a2
was still retained and observed in a DCM/hexane mixed
solution. In addition, photochromic reversibility was investi-
gated in the presence of alternate UV-/visible-light irradiation,
affording a yellow and green color conversion. Moreover, the
acidochromism could be observed by using external deprotona-
tion on the open form. Therefore, this self-assembled macro-
cycle of 65 was demonstrated as a multi-stimuli-responsive
system (photochromic, acidochromic, and AIE), which provided
a novel strategy for designing multifunctional materials.

Liu et al. constructed a novel crosslinked supramolecular
polymer network based on the ternary host–guest molecular
recognition motif between cucurbit[8]uril (CB[8]), TPE-based

Fig. 29 Schematic illustration of a dual-responsive supramolecular nano-
particle formed by the self-assembly of a supramolecular amphiphile, and
its pH- or visible-light-triggered pDNA release as well as fluorescence
quenching behavior. Reproduced with permission.74 Copyright 2016,
Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 30 Chemical structures of the AIE-active pillar[5]arene host H and
dithienylethylene guest G (64a) and the schematic representation of the
photoresponsive fluorescence switching process of the complexes of H
and G. Reproduced with permission.76 Copyright 2018, Royal Society of
Chemistry.

Fig. 31 Structures of building blocks a2, d2 (65a), and macrocycles 65,
and the AIE-active photochromic properties of 65. Reproduced with
permission.77 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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1,1-dimethyl-4,4-bipyridinium dication (TPE-DMV2+), and azo-
benzene derivative (trans-Azo) in water, as shown in Fig. 32.78

Supramolecular polymerization took place in water, and the
obtained supramolecular polymer of 66a exhibited stronger
fluorescence than its monomer 66b because of the AIE effect.
More interestingly, the azobenzene moiety could serve as a
photoswitch for the reversible polymer–oligomer transitions
upon alternating UV- and visible-light irradiation. This was
the first reported work providing a new concept for the designing
of cucurbituril-based fluorescent materials.

4. Application of AIE-active
photochromic materials
4.1 Data recording and storage

Due to the ability of photoinduced reversible changes between
two distinct isomers, it is well known that photochromic
materials are promising candidates for data recording and
storage applications in the photon mode.79 Since the data
recording, storage, and readout mechanisms are based on the
photoisomerization of two isomeric states, the following prop-
erties are required: (1) good stability of both isomers, (2)
excellent fatigue resistance for cyclic writing and erasing pro-
cesses, (3) fast response to the light stimuli, and (4) high
resolution. Moreover, the solid or aggregate state is often
required for practical applications.79,80 Therefore, the introduc-
tion of the AIE characteristic into photochromic molecules can
be helpful and prove to be an efficient strategy for developing
practical data recording and storage materials: a lot of efforts
have been dedicated toward this field.22,23,28,59,81 Via light
irradiation on a specially molded mask, the corresponding
patterns could be recorded on a polymer film loaded with
photochromic molecules. Next, the erasing process could be
operated by the further irradiation of all the films, and another
pattern could rewrite the films. As an example (shown in
Fig. 33), Liu’s group81 designed dithienylethene-bridged bispyr-
idinium salt 67a that exhibited outstanding photochromic
property with AIE in both organic solution and solid state, as
expected. Importantly, the PVDF and PMMA films of 67a
showed good reproducibility and easier operability. When the
dragon-shaped mask covered the films, the exposed part could
be converted to closed-form 67b under fluorescence quenching

via UV-light irradiation. The mask-sheltered part maintained its
original fluorescence of the open form to create a dragon-
shaped pattern. Visible light at 490 nm could assist the printed
film to get completely erased, which could be attributed to the
transformation of the open form.

4.2 Logic gates

It is well known that photochromic molecules can be reversibly
switched to two different fluorescent states, which can even-
tually be used as binary ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘0’’ in logic gates.18,82 AIE
materials exhibit strong fluorescence in the aggregate state, but
they have weak or no fluorescence in a solution. Therefore, a
combination of both these materials in a single system can be
an efficient approach to achieve reversible multistate fluores-
cence switching under light and aggregation stimuli. This kind
of AIE-active photochromic materials are naturally useful for
logic gate applications.51,52

As shown in Fig. 34,52 there is no fluorescence in the
solution state (0S). Upon UV-light irradiation, the nonfluorescent
solution emitted green fluorescence (1S) via a photoisomerization
reaction (0S - 1S). The green fluorescent solution was converted
into a green emissive gel upon cooling (1S - 1G). Then, the
visible light could drive color switching to blue fluorescence in

Fig. 32 Chemical structures and schematic representations of the photo-
controlled formation of crosslinked supramolecular polymer 66a. Repro-
duced with permission.78 Copyright 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry.

Fig. 33 Fluorescent photographs of 67a-embedded PVDF film under
alternating 254 nm UV- and visible-light irradiations. Reproduced with
permission.81 Copyright 2018, American Chemical Society.

Fig. 34 Photographs of the four states (2G, 0S, 1G, and 1S) (right), truth
table (right top), and schematic illustration of the organogel-based
integrated logic circuit (right bottom). Reproduced with permission.52

Copyright 2018, Wiley-VCH.
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the gel (1G - 2G). Further heating would bring the 2G state to
return to the 0G state with fluorescence quenching. Taking
advantage of this reversible multistate fluorescence switching,
two different inputs (input A or B under light or thermal
stimuli, respectively) and three distinguishable outputs (out-
puts 1 and 2 as the on/off green and blue fluorescence and
output 3 as the gel/solution state) could find applications as a
combinational logic circuit.

4.3 Super-resolution fluorescent imaging

Recently, super-resolution fluorescent imaging has proven to
be an efficient tool to visualize the structures of biomolecules at
the nanometer scale. Photoswitchable fluorophores that can
break the diffraction limit play an important role in this field.83

In addition, AIE fluorogens have been widely utilized in the
biological field due to the strong fluorescence intensity in the
aggregate state, and AIE-involving imaging systems exhibited
better optical properties than conventional organic dyes.84

Hence, the introduction of the AIE characteristic into photo-
switchable fluorophores can be a desirable and powerful
strategy to develop promising super-resolution fluorescent
imaging agents.

However, the combination of photoswitchable molecules
with AIE in this field has been rarely reported.30,85 Here, we
show an example from Zhu’s group (Fig. 35).85 They prepared
sterically hindered DAE systems by substituting with different
sterically hindered side groups that exhibited different flexible-
ness of molecular conformation. Under this rational design,
they investigated the dual AIE behavior and demonstrated how
AIE activity could be tuned in a sterically hindered photo-
chromic DAE system. More importantly, an excellent light-
driven off-to-on fluorescent switching system with outstanding

AIE performance was fabricated and successfully applied in
super-resolution imaging. As shown in Fig. 35c, compared with
conventional fluorescent imaging (Fig. 35b), the reconstructed
fluorescent images exhibited remarkably enhanced resolution.
Unsurprisingly, the full-width at half-maximum in super-
resolution imaging was about 32 nm, which was a 12-fold
enhancement than the conventional one (Fig. 35d). Such an
AIE-active photochromic system provided a prospective model
design for a super-resolution imaging agent.

4.4 Chemosensors

Photochromic molecules have been widely utilized in chemo-
sensors owing to their reversible dual-color or fluorescence
on–off switching upon appropriate light irradiation.86 The
introduction of the AIE feature into photoswitchable fluores-
cent sensors can not only overcome the notorious ACQ
problem, but also improve the fluorescence intensity to remove
interference from the background.87

So far, only a few AIE-active photoswitchable fluorescent
chemosensors have been designed.29,65,88 As an example shown
in Fig. 5C, 16a exhibited multi-stimuli-responsive property with
multiple colors in the solid and solution states. The pH value
and sulfite-anion detection ability could be achieved with good
optical signals.29 Besides, Zhang et al. synthesized a new
photoswitchable AIE nanoprobe (68) for lysosomal H2S detec-
tion via a combination of H2S-recognizing AIE group with
photochromic SP moiety, as shown in Fig. 36A.88 The mecha-
nism for sensing H2S was that the 2,4-dinitrobenzenesulfonate
ester could be cleaved from 68 to generate AIE probe 68a with a
stronger emission at 592 nm. Importantly, a negligible inter-
fering effect on H2S detection could be achieved under existing
environment with various anions, and the detection limit
was determined to be 5 nM. Moreover, the H2S-activated AIE

Fig. 35 Super-resolution imaging of block copolymer micelles. (a) Bright-
field image. (b) Conventional fluorescence image. (c) Super-resolution
image corresponding to the same field of the fluorescence image. (d) Cross-
sectional profiles of conventional fluorescence and super-resolution imaging.
Reproduced with permission.85 Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH.

Fig. 36 (A) Overall strategy for 68 for sensing lysosomal endogenous
H2S and reversible dual-color imaging. Reproduced with permission.88

Copyright 2018, Elsevier. (B) Proposed schematic illustration for the CN�

detection mechanism and fluorescence intensity ratios for the response
of 53b upon the addition of various analytes (200 mM). Reproduced with
permission.65 Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.
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nanoprobe (68a) could be reversibly switched under alternating
UV-/visible-light irradiation via the FRET process from the AIE
fluorophore to the open form of SP. Recently, Lin et al. reported
novel amphiphilic AIE copolymer 53a, where open-form 53b
could be used as an amphiphilic chemosensor for CN� detec-
tion, as shown in Fig. 36B.65 The nucleophilic addition of CN�

with the carbon atom in the open form could block the FRET
process resulting in the recovery of green fluorescence from the
TPE. Moreover, this chemosensor showed higher selectivity and
sensitivity toward CN� in water, which could be utilized in
environmental and biological systems.

4.5 Anticounterfeiting

Information security has gained paramount importance in our
daily lives. Among all kinds of anticounterfeiting technologies,
fluorescent ones play an essential role owing to their higher
concealment nature.89 Meanwhile, photoswitchable fluorescent
molecules in the solid or aggregate states that possess the
reversible luminescence modulation property are highly attractive
in many advanced applications. The utilization of photoswitch-
able fluorescent molecules has been considered to be a promising
but challenging concept in the anticounterfeiting domain, and
publications in this regard are still rare.49 Tang’s group designed
TPE derivative 40 that integrated AIE, self-recovery photochro-
mism, and multistate mechanochromism, as shown in Fig. 15.
They combined and exhibited multi-fluorescent states of 40 on an
example banknote to evidence the potential applications in anti-
counterfeiting (Fig. 37). The rose pattern was almost invisible
under natural light. Upon UV-light irradiation, a blue background,
dim petals, cyan leaves, and rose contour became visible. A further
increase in the UV-light intensity could facilitate the reddening of
the petals. After turning off the UV light, the bright red rose
gradually disappeared with a recovery to the initial state. Similarly,
some additional personalized patterns could be designed and
printed in light of specific requirements.

5. Summaries and perspective

Recently, novel classes of AIE-active photochromic materials
have been reported, and considerable efforts have been con-
tinuously dedicated toward developing more materials for

practical applications. Herein, we have reviewed the recent
progresses made in AIE-active photochromic materials under
the categories of molecular structures, material morphologies,
and practical applications. It is clear that the introduction of
the AIE property into photochromic molecules is a direct but
efficient strategy to avoid the ACQ problem for designing
practical organic fluorescent materials with efficient emissions
in their solid or aggregated states. According to the reported
molecular structures, four methods have been demonstrated to
induce AIE into a photochromic system: (1) directly mixing
AIEgens with photochromic molecules; (2) combination of
AIEgens and photochromic molecules via chemical bonding;
(3) combination of AIEgens and photochromic molecules via
host–guest interactions; and (4) new molecular system design.
Moreover, efforts on organic NPs, gels, polymers, LCs, and supra-
molecules have also been made to explore practical applications
in data recording and storage, logic gate, super-resolution
fluorescent imaging, chemosensor, anticounterfeiting, and other
fields. Obviously, investigations on novel AIE-active photochromic
systems are still insufficient and their properties are still not
sufficiently worthwhile to match the requirements of practical
applications. A thorough understanding of the relationships
between structures and performances is the key to tune such
photochromic systems to afford higher quantum yields, faster
switching speeds, better thermal stability, and higher fatigue
resistance. Besides, photochromic materials with biological
compatibility (visible- or near-infrared-light drive, water solubility,
etc.) are becoming a hot topic in biomedicine, such as cell
imaging, pharmacological chemotherapy, and drug delivery.
Considering the achievements that have been made at present
and the challenges that remain, we believe that AIE-active photo-
chromic materials can be developed at a higher speed and utilized
in our daily lives. We hope that this review can provide ideas
toward molecular design and inspire more researchers to work in
this meaningful and challenging area.
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